Rental Rehab

After the crazy moves out, that’s when they move in!
LOGLINE: A renowned designer, some hilarious handymen, and a feisty
DIY expert rehabilitate America’s most abused and neglected rental spaces.
SYNOPSIS: Each episode of RENTAL REHAB is a hilarious journey of
extreme before and after. You won’t believe the conditions (and things!)
renters leave behind. Or what the Rehab crew has to go through to get places
from horrible to livable to beautiful.
Each problem property comes with a different landlord who feels upset,
brokenhearted, or stressed-out. These aren’t miserly, moustache-twirling
slumlords. They’re nice folks who rented to the wrong people and got
completely screwed. Rental Rehab tells their stories and changes their lives.

The team’s humorous observations and problem solving push the unscripted
genre, blurring the boundary between reality television and comedy improv.
Beneath the piles of rubble, the team discovers structural damage,
infestation, and usually a treasure or two. But our landlord can’t afford to fix
a place like this! Not on a $100 security deposit from 1986.
Uncovering the deeper issues hidden in these disasters means wading
through human psychology as well as human waste. But you can count on
Rental Rehab to deliver makeover miracles.

THE PRINCIPAL CAST:

DANIEL KUCAN
Daniel has been TV’s favorite designer-builder for nearly a decade. He cohosted Sell This House Extreme, Desperate Spaces, and the award-winning
Extreme Makeover: Home Edition. Daniel is known for his witty, intelligent
charm; hunky physique; and innovative designs using renewable, veganfriendly materials.

J.R. REED
Oregon-born J.R. is a master fixer-upper always
ready to throw some homespun philosophy into his
rental renovations. He’s worked construction for
Renee Zellweger, Hugh Hudson, and Olivia de
Havilland and was interior designer Annie Kelly’s
handyman of choice. A longstanding member of
Tim Robbins’ Actors' Gang and Jack Black’s
Tenacious D, the laid-back, down-to-earth J.R. is a
dry-witted, dry-walling comedian who always has a
story to tell, even while he’s building one.

JEFF BOWSER
Jeff grew up in Sheboygan, Wisconsin—land of
bratwurst and beer. His parents owned some
apartments, which Jeff grew up repainting,
refinishing, and repairing. He even fixed the
damage from a tenant’s unauthorized ferret. Jeff
was doing some roofing when he received the
acceptance letter that brought him to L.A. to attend
the American Academy of Dramatic Arts.
Energetic and intense, Jeff is a quick-witted
comedy genius who has studied and taught
improvisation with Hothouse Theater and the
Upright Citizen’s Brigade, while staying a
Midwestern Cheesehead at heart.

EMILY ROSE
A resourceful DIY enthusiast, Emily was aptly
nicknamed the “Handy Hottie” by Marki
Costello of The Drama Queen. A British city
girl with a Venezuelan heritage, a French
education, and years of apartment management
experience, Emily brings a sassy, cosmopolitan
edge to all of her up-cycling undertakings.

Although their tastes and opinions often clash, Daniel, J.R., Jeff, and Emily
always come together when it comes to turning destroyed rentals-from-hell
into customized dream homes.

THE BACKUP CREW:

Art Silveri brings a team of experts and over forty years of renovation
experience to Rental Rehab. The owner of many apartments himself, Art
offers sympathy, expertise, and tough love to his fellow landlords, showing
them how to recover from tenant catastrophe and make their properties
profitable. Art has repaired and remodeled thousands of apartments from
New York to Los Angeles, and he has all the resources and manpower
needed to kick start TV’s next hit reality show: RENTAL REHAB.

SAMPLE EPISODES:
Cat-Man Doosie Only after Stan leaves does it become clear just how much
of his apartment actually belonged to his cat.
The Underwear Thief After a nice, quiet loner moves out, Peggy learns
who’s been stealing the bras and panties from the building’s laundry room.
Oh, Deer! A basement full of deer carcasses sparks a debate that threatens to
destroy the team—and Joyce & Jerry’s rental house right along with it!
Where’s George? When Gina’s tenant disappears, he leaves a hoard from
wall to wall and floor to ceiling. Could George still be in there somewhere?

